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System to let fingers do walking at registration
By Deborah G. Guadan
Daily staff writer
Registration delays and Program Adjustment Day may he things of the past because of a
new voice -response computer system at SJSU.
Touch-tone registration is a new system the
Admissions and Records Office iv ill use to replace Computer-Assisted Registration. said Ed
Chambers. associate executive % ice president for
the Atlinis.ions and Records Office.
The v 01,e iespouse computer takes a touch
lone Irons the telephone in, interacts with the
computer .ind speaks hack to the person w ills
synthesized human voice, said Glenn Flackciuct .

lithe current schedule is billowed. the enan account executive for Periphoni% s. a company
tire campus should he using touch-tone registrawhich designs voice -response computers.
The system will enable students to register tion by spring 1989. he said.
"It’s encouraging that the university wants
for classes and find out immediately if there is
to step into the 20M century . . our current sysroom available in the section they need.
It offers 32 lines for student access based on tem is 15 years behind the times." Chambers
the university’s current priority policy for regis- said. "This is truly sad for our students."
Because most students at SJSU are commuttration. The policy gives first priority to graduating seniors, followed by seniors and down the list ers. Chambers said he believes the technology at
SJSU should match the demographics of the stuto incoming freshmen.
A pilot program for touch-tone registration dents.
Touch-tone registra n in turns telephones
in, ol% mg fml y a certain number of students is
iisel y scheduled for fall semester 1988. into terminals and al10%, students to register
from their 110111CNii isis here in the world. All it

requires is the use 01 a touch-tone telephone
To register, a student will call a telephone
number and a voice will welcome him to SJSU.
A list of codes for different information is pro.
vided For registration, a student will press
and his Social Security number.
lo separate each transaction, a student must
press the button on the bottom right corner of the
telephone. Each student will punch in an access
code, similar to hank card ctxles. This security
code checks the student’s identil ication with the
mainframe.
Problems such as ineligibility will come
.v,1-12/4:1STR:IFIO.V. Nal:page

’We need this
technology so
(registration) is easier
for students and our
office’
Ed Chambers,
Admissions and Records director

Spartan City tenants take a stand
South campus residents file into president’s office with demands

Joe Gosen Daily staff
Lomita an Dorn, executive secretary in the president’s office, accepts a letter of demands to the absent Gail Fullerton from Leo Johnson, Spartan City Family Association co-chairman. Association mem-

hers, seen behind Johnson, marched in the rain from the Art Building
to the president’s office Thursday. Johnson said he will press charges
if Fullerton does not require within two weeks.

A campus club took Its first step
Thursday toward repealing last year’s
S8 student association lee increase.
Two members of Students for Responsible Government gave Matt
Shemler. Associated Students Election
Board secretary. a 760-signature petition yesterday morning to abolish the
fee hike.
In order to get the initiative on the
March 25 and 26 general election ballot, the club had to gather at least 563
signatures. representing 25 percent of
the students who voted in the last general election. said Jim Cellini. A.S.
adviser.
Social Security numbers listed
next to signatures on the petition will
he checked by Cellini, who will consult Admissions and Records to determine if the people who signed are registered students at SJSU.
Cellini said he expects the checking to he completed by Wednesday.
The club’s petition calls for the
return of the student association fee to
its previous level of SIO and for any
future increase to be approved by twothirds of the voters in a presidential
election or three-fourtle, of the voters

in a special election.
However, there may he problems
with the document’s wording, Cellini
said. He is seeking legal advice about
the two clauses from Bruce Richardson, assistant general counsel to the
California State University system and
general counsel to SJSU.
The first clause calls for a "repeal" of fees. but the state education
code - - which the petition must comlists only procedures for
ply with
and
’increasing
"establishing...
"abolishing" fees. Cellini said.
The second clause may he in error
because the education code stales that
a measure 10 increase lees needs only a
majority of a student vote to pass, he
said.
Legal counsel will determine
whether the petition should follow the
procedures for an "increase" or "abri
lishment." Cellini said.
The "increase" procedure would
require the club to collect 563 signatures, representing 25 percent of the
students who voted in the last general
election, he said.
The "abolishment" procedure
would require the club to collect approximately 2,700 signatures
See PETITION, hack page

ing. Johnson said
"There is a need for this (family) housing," Johnson said.
II student family housing were
rebuilt at all, there would be a large
span ot time during which housing
would not he available to these students. he said.
"Our main issue is the 8(1 families who live there have the right to
receive continuous housing:* Johnson said.
Edwina Spiegel. an SJSU graduate student, was on the waiting list
before it was dropped in November.
"I was accepted at every university in the state." she said. "and I
chose SJSU because it had alloniable
housing. Now they tell me I can’t
have housing."
’I’m real angry,’’ she said.
When residents were told of the
closure in November, they turned to
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos for
help.
Vasconcellos sent a letter to
SJSU several months ago. suggesting
alternatives to the closure, including
using San Jose redevelopment moneys. But the university hasn’t responded to it, Maribel Alvarez. an assistant to Vasconcellos said.
Administrators were not available for comment at the time.
Alvarez said continuous housing
is feasible, but for residents to expect
housing from the university is not
realistic.
"There’s no law that says the
tints ersit MIN provide family housing:. she said.
"The ball is in the university’s
court. (Vasconcellos’ office) can’t
tell the university what to do for longor short-term housing or the residents."
"We’re willing to help (the residents)," Alvarez said."but if the
. bail( mite
See SPARTA V t

Blood drive called successful;
today last day to donate blood

Candidates’ petition
calls for $8 fee repeal
By Larry Aragon and David Barry
Daily start writers

photographer

By Paige (7. Burge’
Daily staff writer
Twenty residents from Spartan
City stormed SJSU President Gail
Fullerton’s office yesterday, presenting a list of demands in an effort to
keep Spartan City open.
Their demands, submitted in letter form to the university were:
**at To maintain the 100 units of
Iamity student housing at Spartan
City or replace the 100 units with a
similar number of comparable units
to be available to students with families:
bl To offer all persons on the
former waiting list for housing at
Spartan City any existing or luture
vacant units at Spartan City or its replacement on a priority basis. The
university should also immediately
inform all persons on the waiting list
of this policy."
The letter stated that if these demands are not responded to by March
23. the residents will authorize their
’counsel to seek immediate legal action.’ on the basis of discrimination.
This is the last chance residents
have to protest the closure. If the university doesn’t rescind its plans now.
Spartan City will close in August.
1988.
"We have to fight now before
we’re gone," said Leo Johnson, cochairman of the Spartan City Family
Association.
President Fullerton was not in
her office when the residents stormed
in to present their demands to her.
The administration could not be
reached for comment.
SJSU is the only California Slate
University that offers low- and moderate -income housing to students with
families.
The administration is not planning to rebuild Spartan City and has
told residents that the need is for single student housing. not family hous-

Process takes
about an hour,
official says
Ed %ant
Spartan Shops director

Bookstore
may face
restrictions
Ity Divya Jhala
Daily staff writer
Congress is considering legislation which would prohibit university
bookstores from selling anything but
school supplies, said Ed Zara, director
See BOOKSTORE. hack page

By Annie M.Belt
Daily staff writer
San Jose State University students. faculty and staff are giving their
blood away this week.
Today is the last day to donate
blood to the American Red Cross from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Student Union
Loma Prieta Room.
The campus Air Force ROTC and
Engineering and Nutrition clubs are
assisting the Red Cross in the weeklong SJSU blood drive.
"The response has been great this
year." said Rosa LaRocca -Day,
American Red Cross donor consultant.
As of Thursday morning, an average of 50 pints of blood have been donated daily. said Dennis Volkman.
Red Cross administrative assistant to
donor resources.
"The majority of people under-

stand it’s not possible to acquire AIDS
or any other disease by giving blood."
LaRocca-Day said.
Both syringe and skin are sterilized. The syringes are thrown away
after one use, she said.
Actual blood donation takes
about five to eight minutes. Volkman
said. But the entire process takes about
one hour.
First the donor registers. fills out
a medical form and answers questions
about their medical history. Then a
registered nurse takes their blood pressure, temperature. and tests a drop of
the donor’s blood for sufficient iron
content. If the blood iron content is too
low, a donation cannot he made, Volk man said.
Next the donor lies down in the
"donor room" while a nurse lakes
blood.
Donors are required by law to rest
for 15 minutes after giving blood. Volkman said.
The American Red Cross supplies
250 pints of blood daily to 25 hospitals
in Santa Clara, Santa Cnrz, San Benito
and Monterey counties, LaRocca-Day
said.

To achieve this. the Red Cross
runs six blood drives daily at different
businesses, military’ organizations.
universities, colleges and high schools
in the four counties. Blood donations
are accepted from people 17 years or
older. LaRocca -Day said
A blood separation process
known as "component therapy" al:
lows one pint of blood to treat three to
four patients. LaRocca -Day said.
After the blood is donated it
processed, tested and separated. The
blood is put in ceniriluges to he scot’:
rated into its two basic component!:
red blood cells and plasma. Patienti
receive only the portion of blood theY
need. LaRocca -Day said.
The SJSU blood drive follows the
Red Cross "community responsibiliti
philosophy Volkman said.
"We feel it’s a healthy person’
responsibilty to help those who are
sick and need blood." Volkman said.
Patients are not charged for the
blood they receive, they pay only a
processing fee. Volkman said.
Volkman hopes people who give
blood have "a good feeling that they
have helped someone in need."
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Editorial

No immunity for Iran/Contra ’big boys’
grant immunity to Lt. Col. Oliver North,
iormer National Security Adviser John
Poindexter and retired Maj. Gen. Richard
Secord would be tantamount to letting John
Hinckley walk in exchange for lingering the
guy who sold him the gun.
Independent counsel Lawrence Walsh has
asked congressional committees investigating
the Iran/Contra scandal to wait 90 days before_
seeking immunity for North. Poindexter and,
Secord.
Congressional immunity should not be
granted to any of these men. Although immunity may prolong the committees’ investigations, the benefit of justice being served outweighs what is lost in timeliness and the increases the difficulty of gathering information
from noncooperative witnesses.
The protected immunity granted by the
Congress would only protect North, Poindexter
and Secord from criminal charges based on testimony given to the committee.
Even with a grant of immunity, Walsh
would be free to file charges on evidence he developed independent of congressional testimony. However, to weaken the government’s
case, a defense attorney could argue this evidence was influenced by the protected testimony. This would unduly jeopardize Walsh’s
case and protract the legal process.
The Tower Commission questioned
"legal underpinnings" of the first arms shipment to Iran because the Arms Export and
Tit

Control Act and the National Security Act require formal presidential findings before such
shipments can be approved.
The report also questions whether the Boland Amendment and other congressional restrictions on aid to the Nicaraguan Contras
were violated by North’s fund-raising and supply efforts.
The report points to the pivotal roles
played by North and Poindexter in all of these
operations.
Further, both Robert McFarlane, Poindexter’s predecessor, and Fawn Hall, North’s
secretary who has been granted immunity by
Walsh, have testified to actions which appear
ripe for obstruction of justice charges.
According to reports. Walsh’s investigations have led him to focus on three felonies;
conspiring to defraud the government, obstructing justice and making false statements to
the government. Walsh’s case should not be
hamstrung by making congressional testimony
off-limits.
The key figures in the Iran/Contra scandal
must testify in order for this country to get a
full accounting of this affair.
No one is immune to the consequences of
his actions and prosecution to the fullest extent
of the law. This country rests, supposedly on
the words "and justice for all." Granting immunity to high-level officials sends a clear signal to the people that the ’big guys’ never pay
For their crimes

Sports writing: thrills, chills and spills
So, you want to he a spt )1-is writer!
Art Spander of the San Francisco Examiner asked thai
question while he was covering the 1980 World Series between the Philadelphia Phillies and the Kansas City Royals.
That Series featured Bake McBride doing an impression of Steve Carlton (not speaking 10 the press) and George
Brett almost doing an ad for Preparation H.
The hours for a sports writer can he very flexible. He
can finish up work by midnight. or 3 a.m. He can get nine
hours of sleep, or three hours.
The social life of a sports writer consists of meeting
other sports writers and comparing notes on who’s done
what, when and where.
But that’s just scratching the surface. There’s coverage.
Each sport provides its own hit of thrills and chills, and
that’s just in covering the event. There is so much danger
involved in covering a sporting event that only someone
with lots of courage can do it.
In basketball. silting at the scorer’s table will put the
writer in the front row. It gives him a chance of having anything from a basketball to a player
end up on his lap. If the latter
should happen while play is still
going on. there’s a good chance
that the player will have no time to check on the writer’s
health.
Word of advice: If a player is going to the table, be
sure to grab all sharp instruments, like pens and pencils, and
cups of water. It’s the only cup of water that one will have
until halftime, or the end of the game.
Baseball is a little safer to cover. All one has to do is be
on the lookout for foul halls. If a hall should head in the
sports writer’s direction, the hest advice is to point toward
the hall as it approaches his area. II the ball heads straight
for the writer, he should make sure that his insurance is
payed up and the will is written out. Then he should duck.
High school football provides the greatest risk to one’s
health. Because most fields aren’t marked with yard lines.
one must stand on the sidelines in order to get accurate statistics.
That means moving at the same pace as the hall. One
could get a pulled muscle if a team, trying for comeback.
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completes a 60-yard pass awl lines up for the next play
without a huddle. He must also guess where a punt might
land -- that is if the punt isn’t blocked. If it is blocked, the
writer must run hack to other end of the field and try to figure out who blocked the kick.
In addition to the possibilty of pulled muscles, a writer
could get hit by a yard marker, an over-exuberant coach, or
a 200-pound lineman.
Weather also plays role in how a game is covered.
Bright, sunny days are perfect days to cover a game. No
problem with the notes getting messy.
But rain can cause havoc beyond wild belief. Notes
can become unreadable. Fortunately, basketball is played
indoors and baseball games arc called on the account of the
wet stuff.
As for football, well it’s played whether it’s rainy.
snowy or foggy. Trying to cover a football game when the
weather is terrible is possible, hut not easy. There is no
place for the reporter to stand to keep dry. Just pray that it
doesn’t rain on game day.
Travel is also something that the writer must do. It’s
considered a good idea for the writer to have directions on
how to get to the event before he leaves home - especially
if he’s never been to that place before. That means if he’s
covering a meaningless football game in Atwater. he should
he sure to know that Atwater is near Merced and not Sacramento.
Even though the writer is exhausted from the long day
of covering the event, the entire world still wants to know
what happened at the game. And the rest of the family is
very jealous of the sports writer that got into the event free.
Still want to he a sports writer?

REAG4f4 OCr II, I985

Peddling Backward

65-mph column angers reader
Editor.
I was appalled at Paula Ray Christiansen’s column last
week addressing the speed limit. Her personal experiences
ere convincing enough, but her lack of taste in choosing statistical support for a 65 -mph speed limit made me sick. The
fact that not enough people are dying on the highways to
supply vital organs for transplant patients is hardly a compelling argument for raising the speed limit. Tacky, tacky.
tacky. Christiansen’s article defeated her purpose and was
enough to make even me slow down. 1 hope in the future
she will use better taste in trying to prove her points.
Sandi Manor
Sophomore
Advertising

Stop whining about street crossing
Mark
Foyer

- PRE6

Editor.
After reading Janet Alverson’s harrowing March 1(1
letter about her perils crossing that ever-dreaded, real -nasty.
icky-poo San Carlos Street. a question popped into my
mind. Where were you when the San Jose City Council had
its meeting concerning the closure of the street?
I’m really tired of hearing students whine about their
near misses on San Carlos Street. To help alleviate this
problem. I’m including Flopsy the bear’s guide to safe
street crossing:
I. Make sure you’re at a crosswalk.
2. Wait for the light to turn green.
3. Look both ways before you step off the Curb.
4. Cross at a brisk pace and keep an eye out for errant
Volkswagens and buses.
If you follow Flopsy’s guide, San Carlos will he prove
to he a safe street to cross, and not the menace impatient
jaywalkers would have you believe.
David Battaglia
Senior
Biology.

Seeger deserves better treatment
Editor,
To all our relations --- including Alison Lee. whose
letter is in
unbelievable letter appeared March 3 this
hopes of educing a clearer message for all to hear. Alison.
you’re really begging the question. In our cultivation of understanding the word "nurture.’ it seems that giving the
power back is most fitting when directly living what Pete
Seeger "actually" said.
Mr. Seeger deserves better innuendoes than certain
beggars occasionally allude to in their unbelieving ejaculations. Please, in the name of creation, let’s have no more
hit-and-run questions. You are more than welcome to participate in the education that Pete truly shares wherever he
teaches. May we meet again.
has e It.11arkness
san Awe

Student has selfish view on growth
Editor.
The March 9 letter by Susan Miller regarding the noise
of the construction crew working on the renovation of the
Engineering Building is very disturbing to me. She is trying
to tell me the noise is disrupting her study time - - and she
wants someone to stop it.
The renovation of, and addition to, the Engineering
Building is a much needed project that is long overdue. This
school needs to maintain the level of education that has
made it famous throughout the world. I know of one foreign
student who has come to SJSU from China specifically for
the outstanding engineering program this school has to
offer.
Is not this kind of notoriety worth a few high decibels
of sound?
Ken Gutzetta
Junior
Business

Forum Policy
The pram page offers an opportunity to express
views on important issues.
The Spartan Dads- encourages readers to write
letters to the editor All letters must bear the writer’s
name. nut.ior, phone number and class level. Phone
numbers and anon MOIL% letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
dinir of Dwight llentel Hall. or at the information vets
ier in the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit let
ten for libel, length, taste and clarity.

Paula Ray
Christiansen

All procreation is moral
Vatican. in its Congregation tor the Doctrine
The
of the Faith released earlier this week, condemned genetic engineering. surrogate motherhood, production of test-tube babies, techniques
such as cloning and all "manipulations to produce
human beings selected according loses or other predetermined qualities."
The chairman of the Committee on Pro-Life Activities of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops said the statement reaffirms principles of the nature of the human person and relationship of human
procreative and natural love and is meant to provide
people of good will with criteria to make sound moral
judgements.
I was raised believing in parenthood and natural
love. I believe in human procreation and I believe that
the definition of procreation has been enhanced by the
technology of today not harmed.
The Vatican. with all its effort, is stripping away
criteria rather than providing it for individuals who
wish to reaffirm their belief in human relationships
and bonding. It is taking away their opportunity to
participate in the natural love of parenthood.
For many Catholic couples of good trill, conception is impossible. Fertility problems make biomedical, "morally illicit" decisions for parenthood the
only decisions feasible.
Childless couples should not he forced to remain
childless if they choose not to. They should not be
denied the experience of having a child, whether it be
by way of the "conjugal act" or by way of "manipulation." It is not the Church’s place to define "natural
love."
A test-tube baby that is wanted and planned for is
an act of natural love. A couple would not go through
the emotional process, the ups and downs of trying to
have a baby in this way if given any other choice.
But the same God that the Vatican is representing
is the same God that has denied them the special love
relationship one has with a child.
surmgate motherhood is an act of love by all individuals involved. It allows a group of individuals
to share in the developing of a human heing, created of their own good will. It is a loving alternative
for many couples that is more comfortable for them
than the thought of a test-tube born babe. It gives the
mother carrying the child the opportunity to experience life in her womb in spite of the fact that she may
not he able to financially or emotionally raise the
child. At the same time, she is providing a couple with
reversed circumstances the chance for a family.
Guidelines and rules need to he established for this
still -evolving alternative, hut this is a viable choice
and can he a positive experience.
Vatican means well in its judgetnent. hut I
The
believe it is necessary to apply the scriptures to
today’s world. Not yesterday’s.
Today’s means to the end are very different, hut
the ultimate result being searched for is the same.
Many couples will now make a judgement that is
not moral --- they will choose not to raise a loving
family because the pope has deemed their only choices
immoral.
Any positive act of procreation is an act of love.
The choice of a couple to produce a child by whatever
means available to them is a sound moral judgement.
God provided us brains, brains provided us today’s technology and technology can provide us loving relationships and life.
Man will never usurp the place of God, as the
Vatican feels he is trying to do. We will never he masters of our destiny. It is simply God’s destiny that we
he allowed to have some say in His plan for our lives.
The Vatican’s document denies that mankind has
the right louse the strength and wisdom of human nature that allows us to make positive steps in a sometimes negative world.
Paula Christiansen is city editor. Peddling
Backward ’,peers every Friday.
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Dateline
Student endorsement
Senate wants peace; debates aid
policy wrong, judge says
Judge dismisses North’s suit
By Turn Dunlap
The unsigned editorial endorsed guhernatonal candiDaily staff writer
date Tom Bradley, senatorial candidate FA Zschau, cheil
Student newspapers should he allowed to endorse po- Justice Rose Bird and a libertarian candidate.
litical candidates like other newspapers, a district court
The CSU chancellor’s office and board of trustees.
judge ruled Monday.
through their attorneys, will now decide what impact
U.S. District Judge Edward Schwartz issued a prelimi- Schwartz’s decision has. attorney Arnie Braalladi said.
nary injunction against a policy that many student editors
Braafladi represents Adam Truitt, a tomer editor of
and attorneys say contradicts First Amendment protections The Lumberjack newspaper at Humboldt State University.
for the press.
Truitt was fired for running an unsigned editorial with
The policy stems from a clause in Title V of the Calia general disclaimer in November 1984.
fornia State University Education Code.
Schwartz’s decision can’t he considered definitive.
The CSU board of trustees has interpreted the clause to
mean that if student editors on a CSU campus run an un- Waal-lath said.
"A preliminary injunction is merely a prediction 01
signed editorial endorsing a political candidate, readers
might think the CSU system does too, because production probability that (the injunction) will prevail," he said.
of university newspapers is funded fmm the state.
Moreover, CSU attorneys could appeal the decision.
Schwartz disagreed. plaintiff R. Andrew Rathbone putting the injuction on hold indefinitely, Rraafladt said.
said.
On the other hand, the CSU chancellor’s office and
"The judge ruled that any reasonable person would not hoard of trustees might decide to amend the Title V clause.
construe an editorial in a student newspaper to be anything he said.
but the opinion of the staff," RathIsone said.
The Truitt case has not come to trial yet because, unCSU General Counsel Mayer Chapman could not be like Rathtxme, he wants the CSU system to pay his court
reached for comment on the decision.
costs, Rathbone said.
Rathbone, student editor of The Daily Aztec of San
Braafladt said a summary judgement may he reached
Diego State University, filed suit last year against the CSU in the Truitt case by next week.
hoard of trustees and Thomas B. Day. San Diego State presBut if the chancellor’s office and hoard of trustees deident, after Day suspended him for running an unsigned edicide to amend the clause, the case would he a moot point
tonal endorsing candidates.
and
a
settlement would he reached. Braadliadt said.
Rathhone was one 0111 out of 19 editors at CSU campuses that disregarded Title V and ran unsigned editorial enSchwartz did not comment on the use of running a gendorsements of political candidates in November.
eral disclaimer with unsigned editorials in his decision, beRathhone was the only editor out of the 11 to he repri- cause he felt they were outside the realm of the case.
manded by university officials.
Braadlfadt said.

Two clubs get A.S. money
Fundirw, for convention, Sacramento rally
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Board of
Directors allocated $2,774 to two
groups Wednesday.
The Marketing Club received a
$600 allocation plus a $300 loan to
register nine of its members for the
American Marketing Association’s
convention in New Orleans in April.
The Asian Students in Action
Now club plus at least six other groups
that have united in the Third World
Coalition received a $2,174 allocation
to attend the Educational Forum and
Rally in Sacramento on April 6.
The requests had been forwarded
after review at Monday’s meeting by
the A.S. Special Allocations Committee.
The committee, which had given
only $110 to the SJSU Pre -Dental Association, now has $7.726 left of the
$10.910 it started with.
Two weeks ago, A.S. President
Tom Boothe vetoed a request by the
Turkish Folklore and Ensemble Club
for $1,348.
The Third World Coalition.
which was represented at Wednesday’s meeting by Terry McCarthy of
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the Ultimate Club and Martha Borja.
vice-president of MEChA. had meinatty requested $3,124 for five buses,
posters, fliers, posters and audio-visual equipment to tape the rally.
At Monday’s meeting, special allocations had reduced the request to
three buses and to $2,174.
The coalition will now only he
able to take approximately 140 to 150
students on the buses. They had
wanted to take up to 250 students to
protest Gov. George Deukmejian’s
cutback of education funds and to
lobby the legislature for passage of a
hill that will increase funding.
Now they will ask the university
for additional transportation and may
do some car pooling. Borja said.
The vote passed the A.S. with a
9-0 count, with one abstention. The
lone abstainer was Teri Cooper, director of sponsored programs.
"I abstained because I felt there
were a lot of unanswered questions."
she said.
Cooper said she questions the
need for audio-visual equipment.
Borja said the equipment would
he used to record the rally for those unable to attend.
Otherwise, Cooper said she had
little opposition to the allocation.
"There is no question concerning
the quality of the groups," she said.
"They are excellent campus organizations."
Borja was pleased with the allocation.
"The response from the hoard
was good," she said.
And she is still looking for more
students

’There is no
question concerning
the quality of the
groups. They are
excellent campus
organizations.’
Ted Cooper
A.S. director of sponsored
programs
The coalition hopes to have at
least 350 students. Borja said.
The Marketing Club will use its
money to pay the $100 registration fee
for up to nine members to attend.
"It’s hard to get a good grasp of
what’s going on without good attendance.’’ club spokesman Michael Carter said Monday. "There are four or
live sessions happening at a time and
the AMA recommends that we have
one or two members at every session."
Carter’s original request had been
for a direct allocation of $1,000.
But because he did not have a
definite list of 10 people the A.S. did
not give the full amount.
"We didn’t have 10 people on a
list at that time. so I can see why they
made the decision they did." he said.
But otherwise, he was pleased
with the allocation.
"I think it is a great benefit to our
organization and a great benefit to our
representatives on campus." Carter
said.

The Senate voted 97-1
WASHINGTON (API
an Thursday to commend a new Central American peace
and
bitterly divisive debate
long
then
resumed
its
plan,
in arming Nicaragua’s Contra rebels.
One Contra aid opponent, however, said that in the
preliminary stages of the debate at least, he and his allies
are really engaged in "shadow boxing." their legislative
weapons armed only with "rubber bullets."
The real target, said Sen. James Sasser. D -Tenn., is
not aid already in the pipeline but any future aid requests
by President Reagan.
One day after the House voted 230-196 to freeze
$40 million in aid to the Contras for six months pending
an accounting of how previous aid was spent. Senate
Democratic leaders said Congress likely would balk at
Imre requests.
Senate Democratic Leader Robert C. Byrd of West
Virginia said Reagan would have a hard time winning
approval of the additional $105 million in Contra aid he
has requested for the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1.
Byrd and other leaders in the fight to end U.S. aid
to the Contras said they will not he able to stop the release of the $40 million the last installment of a $100
million aid package approved last year - - because they
cannot muster the two thirds majority needed to override
a presidential veto.
Future Contra aid requests would he easier to block
because only House and Senate majorities would he
needed.

Fired cop denies affair

Postal rates might rise

Mountain lion patterns studied
By Paige C. Borgia
Daily staff writer
Two SJSU professors and an exSJSU student have been tracking
mountain lions on Mt. Hamilton to detect the living patterns of the once -endangered animals.
Michael Kutilek. an SJSU biology professor, Rick Hopkins. a former SJSU student, and Gerald Shreve.
an SJSU aeronautics professor. use
radio tracking collars to study the eating and traveling patterns of 10 lions
they are tracking.
Kutilek said he started studying
the lions nine years ago to "get a better understanding of the lions and their
place in nature."
Hopkins got involved in the pro-

Career Planning and Placement
will hold a "Trends in Human Performance and Recreation" seminar from
to 10 a.m. today and Monday in the
Student Union Almaden Room. Call
Susie Potter at 277-2816 for information.

The India Student Organization
will have a pingpong/pool tournament
from 2 to 4 p.m. today in the Student
Union Games Area. Call Ravi Raghavan at (415)443-1733 for information.

the SJSU Germania Club will
have Jugendtanz, a youth dance at 6
p.m. on Sunday at 261 N. Second St.
Call Doug Griffin at 294-0358 for information.

Air Force ROTC will have a Red
Cross Blood Drive from 10 a.m. to 3
in.
today in the Student Union Loma
I’
[’new Room.

Career Planning and Placement
will have a summer job hunting techniques workshop at 2:30 p.m. today at
the Student Union Costanoan Room.
Call Deb Boogaard at 277-2272 for information.

Career Planning and Placement
will have a seminar "Beyond Design
Engineering" at 12:30 p.m. Monday
in the Engineering Building, Room
327. Call Deb Boogaard at 277-2272
for information.

The Chemistry Department will
sponsor a meeting of the Student Affiliates of the American Chemical Society at 12:30 p.m. today in Duncan
Hall, Room 504. Call Jerrick at 2772166 for information.
The Community Committee for
International Students will hold a conversation -in -English group for all international students from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m. today in the Administration
Building, Room 222. Call Muriel An
drews at 279-4575 for information.
The Korean Christian Fellowship
will have its weekly Bible study from
Ito 3 p.m. every Friday in the Student
1 Triton Guadalupe Room. Call El Kim
at 778-1071 for information.
The American Production and In
ventory Control Society will present
Michael Darner, guest speaker fnmi
NUMMI. at 2 p.m. today in the Stu
dent Union Pacheco Room. Call David
Lawmaster at 741-1878 or 21(8-8444
kr information.

SJS Ultimate Club will have practice from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. today at
William Street Park. Call Terry McCarthy at 279-0563 for information.
A.S. Leisure Services will have
sign ups for intramural softball at 4:30
p.m. today in the Leisure Services Office in the Old Cafeteria Building. Call
Brian McNamara at 277-2858 for information.
The Fantasy and Strategy Club
will have a membership drive today
and Monday. Applications are available in Dudley Moorehead Hall, Room
157. Call Larry Machado at 277-8212
for in

"The plaintiff has not suffered an injury of sulli
cient keenness to warrant the court’s intercession," Parker said. "For that reason, the court finds that plaintiff’s
challenge to the constitutionality of the independent
counsel machinery is not ripe for adjudication and that
his complaints should be dismissed."

Parker said the nation needs "an expeditious and
complete disclosure of our government’s involsement ri
the Iran -Contra affair" and said that independent ,
sel Lawrence E. Walsh "is pursuing the insesil1i.itlilli
energetically and responsibly."
The presidentially appointed Tower CO1111111441011
said in its recent report that North was heavily involved
in both the secret arms sales to Iran and in supplies tor
the Nicaraguan rebels, who are known are Contras Attor
ney General FAIwin Meese III said last November that
some of the profits front the arms sales had been diverted
to the Contras.
Parker noted on Thursday that Meese has appointed
Walsh as a special Justice Department prosecutor -1,i
ensure that the investigation continues unimpeded’
LOS ANGELES (API A former undercover po- should Walsh’s separate court -appointed position even
licewoman fired because of her alleged romance with a tually he found unconstitutional.
high school football star says she nurtured the friendship
for her own safety and to protect her identity during a
drug investigation.
Sharon Fischer, 22, said she wore Akili Calhoun’s
Postage rates will probaWASHINGTON (API
Kennedy High School letterman’s jacket "once or bly rise in 1988 - a year earlier than anticipated - betwice" and "an a occasional hug, like you would hug a cause of increases in postal employee retirement costs.
friend."
Deputy Postmaster General Michael S. Coughlin preBut they never kissed, and reports they were lovers dicts.
were unfounded, she said Wednesday as she told her
A new- retirement syrstern ordered by Congress
side of the story for the first time.
could cost the agency $2 billion in additional spending
"I became friends with Akili because I was in fear over the next two years. Coughlin said in a speech
of my safety." she said.
Wednesday to New N’ork-hased mailing companies.
Fischer. who was impersonating a student as part of
"This new requirement Vi ill torce the Postal Serva drug probe. said she had been accused of being a
propose an increase in postal rates to go into ef"narc" and was sexually manhandled by one student. ice 10 ...
fect in 1988, a year earlier than we had planned."
She added that her superiors were aware of and approved
of the friendship with Calhoun. a 17 -year-old, 6-foot -4. Coughlin said.
While he did not detail the amount of the increase in
225 -pound defensive tackle.
his prepared speech. The New York Times reported that
She said the threats against her stopped after she beCoughlin estimated the hike at between I cent and 4
came friends with Calhoun. who was not a drug user.
cents on first class letters. The current first-class rate is
Fischer appealed the department decision and appeared at an administrative hearing Monday. Police 22 cents.
Postal Service spokesman Bob Hoohing later exspokesman Dan Cooke said the department would probaplained that Coughlin had been asked if the hike would
bly rule on the appeal next week.
and had said "probably not."
"I don’t think she should have her job hack." said he as much as 4 cents,
A rate hike is not a certainty. Hoobing added, stresCalhoun’s mother, Connie Calhoun. "It’s awful. I can’t
believe she’d use one of the teen-agers and hide behind sing that while it will be recommended by management,
him. I have teachers say they saw them fondling all over a final decision to go ahead is up to the agency’s governing board
each other."

Spartaguide

The Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers will have a presentation by David Smith. chief engineer at Sequential Circuits Inc., on
analog and digital synthesizers at
12:30 p.m. today in the Engineering
Building, Room 320, Call Gary Mattingly at 277-2463 for information.

WASHINGTON (API
A federal eider on
Thursday dismissed a suit by Li. Col. Oliver Nonh that
sought to stop an independent counsel’s investigation ot
has central role in the Iran -Contra affair.
U.S. District Judge Barrington D. Parker said
North’s contention that the office of independent counsel
is unconstitutional was premature

Le Cercle Francais will have a
meeting at 3:30 p.m. Monday at Sweeney Hall, Room 411. Call Sonia Sarkissan at 745-1499 for information.
The International Steering Committee is hosting an international food
bazaar. The committee will have a
meeting at 5:15 p.m. Monday in the
Student Union Monialvo Room. Call
Rhoi at 227-4060 for information.
The Alpha Phi Omega service
fraternity will have a meeting at 6:30
p.m. Monday in the Student Union Almaden Room. Call Victoria at 9980 I 60 for information

The groundwork entails tagging
and monitoring the lions in order to put
together predator-prey interaction
data. Hopkins said.

mine if the animal is still aloe.
Shreve said.
Aerial tracking involves flying
3,000 feet over the area where the
lions are and using the plane’s tracking
device to find them. Shreve said.
Each lion has a different frequency on the radar and can he tracked
six or seven miles away if they’re on a
hill, or two to three miles if they’re in
a canyon. Shreve said.
Recent talks by the California
Fish and Game Commission about
opening up the previously endangered
mountain lions for hunting doesn’t
bother Kutilek, he said.

"My main objectives are to see
how the mountain lion affects the
black -tailed deer, its main prey,study
the lion’s social structure and document changes in the lion population."
he said.
Shreve has worked with Kutilek
and Hopkins in the study since it’s beginning.
"They needed a pilot (to do aerial
tracking) and I was available,’’ Shreve
said.
"(The aeronautics department)
had suitable planes, so we got antenfor
the planes and started tracknae
ing," he said.
"Tracking is used to determine
the direction of the animal and deter-

"There’s no evidence that a small
number taken (by hunters) each year
will hurt the population.’’ he said.
"But as a biologist, I feel there’s
no evidence that the lions need to he
hunted" because their numbers are rising. Kutilek said.
Hopkins said he doesn’t like to
get involved in the "philosophical"
issue regarding hunting the lions.
"I’m collecting scientific information that can he used to propose a
program the Fish and Game Department can use" to form their own conclusions inn the issue, Hopkins said.
However, he did say "the population could survive (some) sport
hunting."

lei %s ink swriong tut hes masters de

gree at SJSU in 1977. Kutilek was
Hopkins’ professor during that time
and helped Kutilek put together the
program as part of Hopkins’ masters
thesis, Hopkins said.
After getting grants from various
private sources. Hopkins began capturing small numbers of lions, tagging
and tracking them on the ground,
while Shreve tracked them from the
air. Hopkins said.
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SJSU has streak
bucked by Broncs
By Stephen ElOwn
Daily staff writer
.Fhe Santa Clara baseball team
had nothing up its %terse. hut somehow walked away from Wednesday
night’s game against SJSU with a 4 victory
The Broncos didn’t need magic or
trickery to win the game as the Spar: tans, who were gliding along on a 10-

Baseball

.
:
’
’
’

game winning streak, were short on
execution
SJSU (15-5) was unable to calmtaliie on numerous scoring opportunities. Spartan coach Sam Piraro was
very frustrated with his hitters’ inability to produce in those situations
"The problem was a lack of hitting on our pan." Piraro said. "We
struck out 14 times, which IS .1 lot, and
let a couple in opportunities slip
through our hands
We were in a position to win the
game he said.
Not taking anything away from
the Broncos, Piraro praised the opponent’s pitching
"No doubt about it, their pitching
was good." Piraro said. "It was a
combination 01 their tough pitching
and our lack 01 hitting. ’*
Bronco pitchers allowed five
Spartan hits and struck out 14 while
walking just use
The Spartans jumped out to an
early lead in the third inning when
Rick Baylor(’ stole home in a first -andthird, double -steal situation. With two
outs, Mike Ifitruff took off from first
base while Baylor(’ raced home front
third. Bronco catcher Troy Buckley

was ahle to nah Ilaruli .11 set Mill. hut
not before Rayford crossed the plate.
Santa Clara evened the score in
the fourth on a single to left by Brent
Hahn The ball skipped away from
Spartan left fickler Rick Anderson enabling Gary Maasherg to score from
second.
The Broncos struck again in the
sixth with a tinii-rtin double by Matt
Toole, who went two lor four with two
RBI
One (il the missed opportunities
by the Spartans occurred in the ninth.
With no outs and Anderson at first.
Dan Hewitt was called upon by Piraro
to lay down a sacrifice hunt. Hewitt
failed to make contact and Anderson
was thrown out at second.
The Broncos are responsible for
the Spartans last two defeats, both it
which were by one run.
"The guys really played hard and
they- deserve a lot of credit.** Piraio
said. "Anytime you compete hard ’or
nine innings, it makes losing all thai
more difficult."
It was S.ISLI’s first night game in
the season at Municipal Stadium and
about 600 people, a season -high attendance figure, watched the contest
The Spartans travel to Reno totla
lor two games with the University 01
Nevada-Reno and one with Sacra
memo State.
"Reno is a tough city to play in."
Piraro said ’ Its our first overnight
series and it will be a good test of our
character."
Al Bacosa (4-1). 1.09 ERA) will
start today’s game against the Wollpack while Anthony Telford and Dan
Archibald are slated for Satiirdav
games.

Edward L edesma Daily staff photographer
Spartan wrestler Das id Lost. 1134-pound class) puts a double arm lock
on Stanford’s Brian (.11 in SJSC’s final match of the season Feb. 21.

Love, along with teammates Arnold khanhabian and Matt ’Coves, will
represent SJSU at the NCAA Championships in Maryland March 19.

Spartans earn tourney bids
Three wrestlers qualify for NCAA Championships
By John Bagley
Dady staff writer
Despite placing eighth in .1 I ltdd
01 nine. the SJSL vs restling team had
something to smile about at last
vi t’ek ’s Pac -10 Championships. ii Oil
Aniona State
SJSU wrestlers Arnold Khanhahian. Dav id I .us e and Matt Tines each
earned themsels es a trip to the NCA A

Wrestling
Championships Starch 19 at ilie Universits 01 Mary land.
Khanbabian (21 -0
the most
esperienced member ol the S.ISt
team, placed second in the tournament
in the 11X -pound weight class.

George Sakkestad - Daily staff photographer
Spartan second baseman Mike HarulT awaits a pitch against Santa
Clara Wednesday night at Municipal Stadium. SJSI ’ lost 4-3.

The Spartans’ three-year letter
winner has a career record of 64-37-2.
In his hr.’ match at the tournament.
Khanbabian got by Unisersity of Oregon wrestler Horashio Orche lie continued on the winning track when he
heat Fullenon’s Kent 1..1111111unit in the
semifinals.
"It’s something I’s e heelsworking on or 10 years now and to finally
make it Ito the Championships) tees
great,’Khanhabian said
Khanhahian was undefeated during the regular season and he absorbed
his first loss of the year in the Pac-10
tourney against Ariiona States Zeke

Track team to face Mustangs
SJSU looks to bounce back from Fresno State loss
By Jeff Goularte
Daily staff writer
Despite not knowing much about
the Cal Poly track team, SJSU head
coach Marshall Clark expects a tough
meet this Saturday in San Luis Ohispo.
"We haven’t met them in a couple of years. so we don’t know that
much about them:: Clark said. "But

Track and Field
they are extremely strong in the distance races They should score some
hug points on us in those races."
One known fact allow Cal Poly is
that they lost to UCSB two weeks ago.
The Spartans defeated Santa Barbara
in a tri-meet 93-69 Saturday in Fresno
for their first victory of the year On
the same trip. the Spartans were defeated by a powerful Fresno State
squad 126-38.
Clark expects the Spat-tans (1-11
to score well this weekend in such

field events as the shot put, the discus
throw and the jumping events. In the
track events. Clark said he expects the
relay teams and hurdlers to contribute
some points to SJSU’s effort.
Everyone on the team will travel
to San Luis ()hist*, with the exception
of Paul Abbott. whom Clark described
as an integral part ()I the relay teams.
Abbott will sit out the Cal Poly meet
with a slight muscle pull behind his
knee.
Despite losing big to Fresno.
Clark was somewhat pleased with the
Spartans* effort last weekend.
"We’re reasonably pleased with
last weekends results." Clark said.
"Obviously Fresno is a good leant and
they countered everything we did.
"But we were glad to get away
with one win. We were also pleased
with our freshmen’s efforts."
First -year Spartans Demetrius
Caner, Carlin Davis and David Villalohos figured prominently in the (rimer!

Carter placed third in both the
200-meter and 4110-meter sprints.
Das is finished second in the I 10 meter high hurdles and third in the
400-meter intermediate hurdles. Villa lobos took third and second, respectively. in both events.
Caner and Villalohos. along with
Abbott and Russ Johnson. led SJSI to
a second -place finish in the 400-meter
relay race.
Then Carter. Mark Kigali, Fit
Tucker and Villalohos paced the Spar
tans to another second -place finish in
the I ,600-ineter relay.
In the field events. the Spartans
enjoyed consistent success
Dan Katches took first in the dis
cus throw and third in the shot put
Teammate Neil Leonard put his way to
a second -place finish and a third in the
javelin throw.
Larry- Weldon jumped his way to
a third -place finish in both the long
jump and triple jump. and Jim Reis
lied for second in the high jump

Sports Shorts
IFC Basketball

GIVE BLOOD, PLEASE.

In Interfratemity basketball ac
lion Wednesday night Kappa Sigma
bounced hack from its tragic loss to the
Ickes last week by stomping the Phi
Delis 49-18, the Pikes defeated the
Fins 40-32, Theta Chi continued to
roll, topping Sigma Nu 50-42. Sigma
Chi moved to 44) with a 62-16 thrash
ing of the Semmes, Delta Upsilon
handled the Tekes 32-27 and AT()
squeeked by SAE 33-32.

American Red Cross - San Jose State
Blood Drive
LAST DAY TODAY!
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Student Union ’Third Floor
This ad is a community service brought to you by
the San Jose Medical Group, Inc.

9-7 .
’in a was (losing) takes
pressure ill 01 me because
%souk’ have been gunning for
was undeleated going into the
ment.** Khanhabian said.

a lot 01
people
me if I
tourna-

Love, wrestling in the 134 -pound
weight class, won his first match.
beating Stanford’s Brian Veit. In the
semifinals he got by Cal Poly *s Brian
Martin, hut lost to Utah State’s Dave
Zunga in overtime in the finals. His
third place finish, however. was
enough to quality hint for the tournament.

’It’s something I’ve
been working on for
I 0 years now and to
finally make it (to the
Championships) feels
great.’
Arnold Khanbabian,
5.151’ wrestler

Tunes, finishing ’mirth in the
15(t-pound weight class, earned the
trip by. being voted in as a wildeard by
Pac- It) coaches.
"Having three guys going is
great, especially Matt." Khanhahian
said. "He had a losing record last season and to turn it around is great.’’
According to SJSU assistant
wrestling coach Andy Tsarnas. the
top-three wrestlers in each weight
class automatically qualify for the
tournament. Eight wildcards are then
given out to fourth -place finishers.
The coaches vote on which eight
should represent the PacIn loves* first match, he lost to
Aritona State wrestler Tony Oritiv. He
then rebounded to heat Oregon’s Brian
Pullman anti Fresno States Derdin

Laoarn. In the finals, however, he lost
to Cal Poly ’s Malcolni Boykin, which
placed him fourth for his weight class.
Toves originally wrestled in the 158 pound class, hut alter the 1986 season,
he decided to shed the eight pounds.
Tsamas said all of SJSU’s wrestlers could do real well in the tournauitetit they apply themselves.

’All ()1’ these guys have a chance
Ii) place in the tournament." Tsarnas
said. "[Vs just a matter of how much
they want it, and hos; hard they are
willing to work.
’They have all got to enter the
tournament with a winning attitude.
Once the negative thoughts come up,
their chances aren’t as good.*’
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Anabolic steroids and 140 syringes were found in an
apartment of two SJSU students.
Both Yale William Long, 23 and Erik John Webb, 21,
were arrested on suspicion of possession of controlled substances. intent to sell those substances, sale of controlled
substances and possession of hypodermic needles.

Sophomore Represeinati,,e Glen Williams has been sitting on Student Council illegally since the beginning of this
semester with the approval of ASH President Jerry Spotter
and the knowledge (il his situation by other council members.
Williams says he has accumulated 24 units of incomplete% since last spring, bringing his total units completed to
231/2. 61/2 units short of qualifying him for sophomore status.
"I feel as if I am a sophomore," Williams adds. "I’m
taking sophomore classes. I will he a junior next year and
I’ll graduate the same time as present sophomores will.’’

President Jimmy Carter held a news conference at
Stanford University and discussed President Reagan’s handling of the Iran-Contra affair.
Caner appeared at Stanford to accept the Jackson H.
Ralston International Law Award.
The award was presented to Carter for his achievements in foreign policy.
SJSU will have another sorority on campus, the first
addition in nine years.
The sorority, Alpha Omicron Pi. will up the number of
sororities to eight.
"The Panhellenic is excited about the addition, as are
the fraternities on campus," Susan Ruhne, president of the
Panhellenic said.
Members of the Students for Responsible Government
circulated a petition to repeal the SR fee increase passed last
year.
In may of 1986. students voted to increitse the fee from
SIO to $18. A 671 student majority voted for the increase to
Associated Students.

Sports
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The Cal Bowl -winning Spartan football team hired a
new assistant coach to lead the outside linebackers.
Donnie Rea, 38. replaces Dan Henson, who was
named SJSU quarterback and receiver’s coach one month
ago.
Rea was one of Head Coach Claude Gilben’s assistant
coaches at San Diego State University from 1975 to 1980.
Rea is coming to SJSU after coaching outside linebackers at the University of Southern California.
The opening game for the Spartan football team will he
at Spartan Stadium against Eastern Illinois. The game is
slated for Sept. 5.

The proposed "hare hones" state higher education
budget and a temporarily postponed tuition issue will he the
prime targets of controversy tomorrow when ASH presidents from most of the California State Colleges converge
in Sacramento for a private meeting with Governor Ronald
Reagan.
"Governor Reagan will continue to seek a solution to
the budget problem on a state level, hut he will continue to
work for tuition for state supported higher education in the
Future," commented Paul Beck. Reagan’s assistant press
secretary.
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tern In world renowned local
program
Counseling, support

MAIL ROOM FILING CLERK. Mr PT FT
Flexible
$4 50-15 75 hr
hours
Legible handwriting. call 2929474

CHILD

ABUSE

TREATMENT

services. schrift, det processing.
public awereness lund-ridalng.
Mc RI. & mono-lingual, all meows, grad & undergrad Experience from den.’ lo post -grad.
Intro-to-extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near

campus

ICEF

PO Boa

952. S J 95108. call 280-5055
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For Intones/on
end brochure sae S
Office or
PM (400) 371-6811

AUTOMOTIVE
80 FORD PINTO STATION WAGON’
New paint. pc pb at good gas
Ulan..
or
oreIl. 0900 best
oiler Call 374-7457
80 Pt YMOUTH ARROW’ Almut new
engine with only 305 miles on it
Need to sell because family hoc
too many urs 017000, best otter
call 277-8065

lee
mas
filch
are

’77 HONDA ACCORD

GOLD Runs
great new tires. very dependable
Most sell $1500 So 746-5926

COMPUTERS

ORIENTATION

LEADERS’, For August 87 Orientation Program on
campus
Stipend
applications
available In Student Activities 01
fire. Old Cafeteria Bldg Apply by
March 13th

ORIENTATION SERVICES STUDENT
ASSISTANT position evallable
Work with the design & gripe
mutation of summer orientation
pogroms
$4 50-S4 90 hr.
157011. wit during spring semester
& tuii.tim, during the summer
Applications 1 further information sornable in the Student Activities I, Services Odic*. CAE
Skip Apply oy March 20
PART I FUl I.

TIME RET11 HEL P"
National flu preparing for Spring
8 Summer work if accepted, you
will earn $11 75 starting’ PT (20)
earn per Mr @mot 0235 FT (40)
earnings per an equal $470 No
eta Is needed because of our In.
tensIve on the lob training program Good math A reeding skills
are a plus Some evening A weekend positions am available &
sone flexibility Is allowed during
final warns

WE

the
hie
op,

SELL

IBM

puter
1570,

COMPAGBLE

com-

XT complete system tor
AT complete system for

$1195 PC-COM, computer & tic /alludes 404 S 3rd St . corner of
San Salvador 295.1606 We 40.
cop? Visa or MC

FOR SALE
FUTONS" CREATE YOUR own living
& sleeping space with our futons.
pillows, 8 frames Customs Futons & Pillows Plus. 900 S Win.
Chester Blvd (beUri laoceperk
Weller...)5min Jose 798-6161 10%

PART TIME GENERAL OFFICE ASST
Verled OPP., evening & week
ends. flexible hours Call Debby Janet id 298-7393

Discount on Mons w Rid
PART TIME JOBS" We merkel auto
OWN A NEW GRAND
10-speed for Mu then
185 MHC Bicycle Sales otters
low-cost transportation needs for
the student All sales dui 30 day

YOU CAN
DELTA

venni). Days 942.7736, Eye.
293-4780.55 for Jo*

HELP WANTED
ADVERTISING. MARKETING ASSISTANTS, misc office dodes tor
local mechanical contractor MI.
Dow $5 hr. start lured. 280.7400
HIRING,
CRUISEL INES
Career’
Good Pry
Summer
Travel Call for guide. cassette.

AIRLINES

newsservIce’ (916)944-4444 .20
MARKETING -ADVERTISING
STUDENTS Professional motor.

ATTER

cycle racing team seeks rue
wiled Indy to suit), In retouch
duel of nettle ado plan PT. Mee
hr., wage exp pd moot 247-5814
ATTENTION BUSINESS MAJORS, A
good pert -time lob will lead to
better toh after produelion Only
one lob on campss leeches negotiation etre/tepee salurrenship.
communication SkIlls, & gloss
slats to prove what you., done
He’s raise 9500.000 tor academic
at SJSU and urn $5 hr guarntd
Up to $20 in bonuses per 3 hr
shrn PartOrne. flesible evening &
weekend hours on campus Cell
the ANNUAL FUND 277-9206
DRIVERS POSITIONS" Part lime-Avis
Rent A Car is now accepting applications at It’ San Jose Airport
locUon Meese apply St 1455
between Ram
end Open Monday through Friday
N E

F

Airport Rlvd

OPERATORS
PROC
NEEDED at VARIAN Full time,
weekend $hift (Friday. Saturday,
likewley.. Monday) Requires U S
technIcel odula
citizenship.
non and good record keeping

HAUST

Meta

Ceti ii, at (4,5) 493,100.

end 445
FRP! ROOM,’ SOME HOUSEWORK.
menu care for elderly roar. FOR
Wows pnvileges 41 S 20Ih St
uN Don at 296.7116
I OFFICE PHONE answerer
Smell Ulu Jeans oli PT FT,
135015 hr Call Greg at 996-91177
JOBS’ JOBS’ JOBS’ Peel for sty
Ueda Join our marketing sniff
T. new and renewal magazine

club memberships for the motor
oil companies Parttime, easy
hours, weekly paychecks 17 to
515 hourly commission, compete
training provided Greet zperl.
once for your resume R C SMITH
CORP. 247.0570
PART TIME

WAITRESS needed for

evenings and or weekends
998-9711
Mac at ain’t
PHOTOGRAPHER
looking for young

Call

PROMOTER

adults who
want a career In the MODELING
prolmaion Call Howard for fur.
thee into 723-4096

Full
OFFICERS!"
SECURITY
time part Out all UM. We will
train Apply in person Mon -Fri
lam.4pm, 260 Meridian 405, San
Jose call 286-5880
TELEMARKETING
hill’pert

time

START

rwnew

TODAY,
hourS

commission &
$41. to start
bonus 60.1101101 carpet Opining
company Is looking for enthuses.
tic persons to help upend Re Ray
area operation GUI noir 986
0720

HOUSING
AFFORDABI F HOUSING’ Neer San
Jose State tor students Don t
hassle parking, wee’ to school
free utildes monthly disc Fully
color TV VCR and
houeeerzepIng service Shared or
single rooms evadable Office 72

furnished.

THE miter
miter PACS wriNA
A AUK AFIER Amo,
50,5744734/.
Lass BEGiit’S
0114EPY4tELY

REAL,
4.4

Sheila Neal

Doer sou HATE IT
iktIEN ’Oft Lc’YcIN6i(i R1 SOMPHIN6- Meg
YU/ "THINK you’ve’ 17
AND FIND OUT 7HAT
YtXtVE HAD IT 7E

an.

MY frIARtitES!
THE RE TI-IE
ARE

73-400,514T-

I9460R

Losr
OREriNiTV/

I LOST

MY MIND

WHOLE TIME

woisiormak-_ Cregrrl

Good Clean Fun
I WA FfCTURE OF 11115

’

HEYWALT

yI/*Eft 1-COnttT

’ cfPREssED? r4;c, 310.
/

IWO .0

I 6UYAM ROCK HE HAC

ttmecoi<

APT FOR RENT 2 teem ildh. I blk
MI) SJSU Clean quiet, loud 11.4
MEDIATELP tIll, & P Sen Fernando.
call
294-3493 415-572011132
APT FOR RENT’ 2 bdrrn 2171h. located
at 555 S 10th Si, rent 1571 call
297.7554
AVAILABLE NOW" 1. ARGE 2 Berm. 2
bath apt One Ilk from campus
Taking ruervettons for next semester Call 287-5316 or 8610642
STUDIO APT. 2 miles NORTH of cam
pus 1425 mu has ext. rrn (stu
dybdrm tor one)
Call 2806647 275-9509 or 1-800-874-8700
Also need parttime manager
starting in May
’192/s DECORATOR APARTMENT"
CONDO style, 1 bedroom Available tor mature person Long term
preferred Most be financially responsirne, clean. quiet and sober
only 551-553 S 6rn SI
2930989 287-2077 altar 5prn $450
SINGLE OCCUPANCY

PERSONALS
First-class metephysicel counseling is ezullent for finding Ste di.
diction and purpose, vocational
guidance,
clerltying

deep sell -knowledge,
lila
trensItIone,
and
relationship compatibility

Astrologer since 1970 and use a
vast array of techniques In serv
Imp you A single session does
the lob-emwingly repld.edective
and practical 075 hr. 14530 min
References. Carol Willis. MA Can
(408)734-9110 tot appointment or
lobe placed on the mailing list or
iectureseorlishope classes
FEMALE

COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
moan Want to establish lasting
relationship, Please call Brian at
298-2306

FLOTATION REL AXAT1ON

Sunday brunches, lectures. Toes.
day Lunch and Learn, larsiul
dancing, holiday celebrations
For Information call HOW at 294831i
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tired
is

Stressed

out7?? Come to the only flute
dui in Northern Citlitomle imag.
ins yourself floating on 30% se
line solution Your body forgets
the wider
The muscles PM
usuedy hold you spilled gravity
can now Let Go’ The experience
is Ilhe Rotting in space Results?
’rot& musculer relaxation You
come ecru from the experience
Waling you’ve bean vacationing
tor week In Maul Call now for In.
formation or better still, as a OM
time natter cal’ for an appointment and bring this eLl for 25%
discount
Root tor $30 TRAPOUR ITT PI ACE. 445 Washington
St. Santa Clara, Cs (408) 241
7200

say hello’
DUKE

0 Vk 14""
No No
$0ock.

INSTANT CREDIT" NO credit check’
No Interest charges’ You are Nig’,
bN’ Unlimited credit line with full
color catalog. VCR s eweiry and
more FREE Information please
mite

National Home Shoppers,

Box 90359. San Jose. Ca 95109

foal441iiil Vea
Ole
sig - a’ All .40411a/

SIGMA Al PHA Mu piedge RAY R
MAJERKLIS
is
coming’
059
sharp Good luck. you II how the
time of your ille From your Blg

IMI,-....esomomillimMo

Bro
HAPPY 22nd
Dar!. Love pi lots, LISA

STACEARAMA -

B-

Classified

TO MEC - I own SO Nippy you are nW
Big Shd lion. you, 0014 G et2 best Big Sin little Ste’ We w111 be
frMnds forever’ CD love. YFP
VISA MASTERCARD’ Got your card
today’ Also new credit cord. no
one whim?’ Call 1.518-459-3546
EU C.288 241we

BACKACHE, PALMER COLLEGE OF
CHIROPRACTIC. West is curfently
accepting pellents for FREE examinations 8 treatment, as pad of
a research project II you have
had low back pain for more then
e lz months 8 are 20-55 peers old,
pees*

call
the
(401)244-9907.001

college

Shoot

HAPPY 2001h ANNIVERSARY GRACE’
Ilk been tun I’m bolting torwerd
to enioying you even more then
already have’ Love always, Ed
HEY MINH F DIRT" Thanks for being
my buddy and putting up with me
ildely too.. Shrimp
MIL LEI JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA
TOON" Shebbed dinners, perdu.

al

BARE IT ALL

Stop shaving, waxing,
tweezing or using chemical cleplii.
tones Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin,
bikini, tummy, mousUche. etc)
15 percent discount to students
and Smutty Call before June

1987 and get your Mal soot all 2
price ’Unwanted Hsir tumors
With My Care Gwen Chelgren
RE,S59-3500.1845 S Bascom
Ave CC "Halr Today Gone To-

keying.

& deadbolts installed. master keying Cali 9 00
to 600 Mon dim Set (Sun by
appt only) licenud-bondecluobile 10% discount on labor with

Assoc . (415)349-4407
SERVICES
RE-wrftIng
Thesis development preparation
Sleds/cm All fields Catalog Ber-

this ad Special rotes for senior
citizens. SJSU studuts. stet, &
faculty FREE estimates EMER.
Call Ron
GENCIES ANY11ME
Hughes, Evergrun I ocksmilh &
Security Services, 270-3277. San
Jose All WINk guaranteed
PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by SJSU grad Cherish
your priceless merlons* forever
Budget and deli.l packages
available Complimentary B 5 10
when you mention this ad For
call
Paul
appointment
FREE
Smith Photography at 258-1329
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRI,
K1.171RIAN Distinctive portraiture
with
sensittve touch A variety
of packages to choose from, all
reasonably priced By appoint.
inent (408) 259.5941

TYPING

ached Thanks

FE s IF is that ELECTRONIC DESIGN PROJECT due and you have
no resources tor Ideas or what to
build? Sill Electronics is committed to offer low cost consult.
Mg needs for the student Call

uced In resumes. letters, ?hues,
professional backup 8 group
primula No lob too small or too
large Rusoneble Call Barbe al
920-4370 TODAY’

2914780

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER even’ tone Ex
perienowl, prohassional word protheses.
repapers
cessing
sumes. &lice overflow, rnallings,

ELECTROLYSIS
IOU"
UNWANTED HAIR remoud forever
Confidential
335 5
Baywood
Ave San Joss. call 247-7446 lot
appointment

ACADEMIC

AND

newsletters Student Discounts
Guerenteed won Only 10 mm’

dependable sun. at AFFORDABLE RATES" CaN Parn at 2472681 (Sent. Clem) FUR. sc.
Inge with refuel discounts’

Per page and hourly rotes Alm.
den Branham area Free disk stereo.
PROF
STENO
TYPING

PROFESSIONAL

word processing PJ s Word Proceasing Service offers quality.
guaranteed work Experienced in
term papers, thesis, group pro

SERVICE at 264-4504

PROFESSIONAL FOrtiNG OF term papers, theses, and dissertations
Pep. call 554-8650

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types of papers ell lengths
St 35 pogo typing & spoiling,

puts. resumes, manuscripts and
letters Only minutes from campus Call PJ al 923-2309

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROFFESSIONAL typing 1. businees services rest reasonable and near

tun proof.
$1 65 pogo typing
reeding
Compton
area-Iwo
plukupA deltvery 886-6980

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING.923
8461 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
All formate (APA. MLA, Tureblan.
SIc (and group protects welcome

univenaty 0.0 (460(293-4047

DAYSTAR

SECRETARIAi
Profits
stone! student typist and Skilled
word processor Dependable snd
few’ Pedant finished documents
front laser printer (no typos,

Free spell check and disk store**
Experienced thesis and publication typist Standard and micro
cassette transcription Word pro.
utuing instruction available 910
By
eppointment
5
Mon Fri

SUCCESS ENTERPRISES
SIONAL typing and

EDITING WORD PROCESSING 2669448 Former English map., un
assist w grammar
vocabulary.

ence typing research papers,
manuscripts. tape trenscrIptIon
and will moat all deadlines Hourly
rates Work guaranteed Jane al

sentence
structure
term research papers (APA. Turabian.
Campbell), also resumes cover
ini I manna copy plume Students
and faculty welcome Willow Glen
area easy to locate Call Mrs

-PLUS TYPING 17 yaws experience
1 2 Pork irom bus bide Rapid
tumeround Selutric II 8 Epson

TYPING"

REASONABLE
RATES"
Santa Clan wee Cal P5111.1 7415633

TYPING 1200 page. morn* 15 & op.
minimum chorea SS We um IBM

Morton 266-940

compatIbN. Wordste, word processor and letter quality printer
Pt CON, 404 S 301 St . comer of
San Salvador Or. block trorn

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, research papers.
theses & disurtc/ions (C netted

minimum
SI 50 page,
charge, 15 Available seven days
week Call Tom at 292-4096
L0-800

Turablen. APA 3rd ed ). ...plays, resumes. cover & tollow-up
letters. manuscripts (books articles. short stories), transcription

HIlL SANTA
TERESA
131 OSSOM
AREA fast an
typing and
word processing avolloble seven
days week Academic. business
and personal typing welcome

campus Cali 795-1884
WORD EXPERTISE Word Processing
thesis dissertation menuscripl
English French SuMsh
(408)
371-8220

FREE SPEI CHEK. copy edit (if requested), proof, disc storage Stu-

Call 365-1012
BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL? Two
finger typing got you down? Then

dont Inculty

discounts

tunwoound
5825

Santa Clue

WORD PROCESSING’ Swamis. Instructors, smell buldnue Tenn

Chick
246-

paws thesis, resumes. mew
gels. dissertellons. mass malting,
spell check. etc
Reasonable
rates Call K & R omonon Services at 274 7671 i indoor, pick up

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor your
academic. business. legal word
processing needs Term papers.
reports, resumes, cover letters,

call Gall at A WORD OR TWO for
quality typing of reports and
theses 287 8442. If no answer
please eau message

& <Winery

group protect., mantels. these..
dissertations. etc All acedemic
formats
APA Fnee dlek et.
age. SPEI_CHEK. punctuetion and
grimmer assistance All wort

CAI I I INDA FOR PROFESSIONAi
Flagons,
WORD PROCESSING
thews, group proles’s. resumes
APA
specialty Oulck return on
all papers Aim work quoronteed

ZEE

TYPING AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES Fast, eccuree wort
week I oavailable omen deys
sated in Me Rlosoorn 14111 Sento

1

Teresa arse Can 885-1012

guaranteed Proressionel. quick &

E.-

business

TERM PAPERS
RESUMES" Need
help, Call SOS’Word PTO
cowing Spot Check Letter Gaol
ity Printers Resumes 110 copes
md ) Cover I *tiers
Envelopes
Photocopies
choice of pew
net Inexpensive
Experienud
735-8845 (Sus) Snnoyvain

semester rush Is on’)

Chrystal 923-8481
ACCOMPLISHED
ACCURATE,
AWARD WINNING typist 10 minutes from SJSU 10 yurs experi-

PROFES-

esnott-tos Feet reasonable and
now universey Cell 1408) 292
4047

whiSsout. etc I St 50 pee peg.
Call Sharon el 358-2717 (To my
repeal clients. call to Hoene time
for your prolects before end-of -

251-5942

LASER
PERFECTION’
AAAAH
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word processing at its best Have
done own master thesis E sport

keley (415)526-4957, 841-503/

utes from campus Words and
More (Pernela) 923-7810

locks

EDGEABLE In typing that’s tops
Thanks
trust Tony 290-2087
St 50 per page double spaced
Avellable seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work goat -

EDITORIAL

days 942-7736. Eves
ask for Joe

KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened. re-

AAAA- ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT,
ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY.

DATA ANALYSIS
Clear explanations reasonable UNI & multica
vale stallstIc IBS
Research

,=LOM111111111

Print Your Ad Here

HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAY STACY PA.
TUNA
TIERNEY? Let me pick
that out of your leMh 21ornagno
Peter.
Shoot. Shoo t

Bill Lukas

NO000".

SERVICES

EXPLORE YOUR POSTVE FUTURE"

and

’

ro

Gene Mahoney
HELLO, MY
1/NO

Home On The Range

N 5111 51 cm 994-0234

been in ornate practice as
ProNesional Psychic Consultant and

equal opportunity company

ROWEICA HAPS
Mr MART FOR
MEOW, 50 liflt
60% 18 AN EINTIC
Bar
/

Isaac Newt

. . . in 1986

std.? & you may awn 7.3.4 cred-

Call today 10. 1010 & an Interview,
or cell Mon
- between 10em
2pm 775-9685 II the line is busy,
please be petlent & try Klein An

Of MT RV A
cZ AfAffr-4fROC170N
A1OGit441 Ii T51.485441.
eutertos Or flit MOWN
ACTIONlY ammo Off
/44,C,M 18 5rfloren
GAVOT

,
: ,

Residents at Spartan City have a hit of a problem
cockroaches.
"Cockroaches are nocturnal animals, but they’re out in
the day at my apartment," said Ron Nash, liaison respresentative at Spartan City. Nash claims Spartan City has a serious cockroach problem.

profound Insights into Iltedynarn
Its and your soul’s path I have

winter, spring & especially summer breaks, full tine work is avail

Berke Breathed

I. .

In addition. II you
paltry, corporate scholarships
are owertlect Intemehips are poeits qtr or semester During your

S

. . . in 1974
Chanting "PG&E gets higher profits; we get higher
prices." 20 sign-carrying marchers picketed in front of
Building Q yesterday to protest increasing power costs and
"the phony energy crisis.
Inside the building, PG&E recruiters were scheduled
to conduct interviews with the company.
Organized by the Radical Student Union (Rail and
the Anti -Imperialist Coordinating Committee, the small
group of marchers demanded a roll hack of PG&E prices
and a halt to energy cutback.

Classified
orders by phone Mon-Weds 8
Set & Sun Outolending earning
potential Call 370-9090
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Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
Two
One
Day
Days
3 Lines $355 $4 35
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New phone registration
system now being tested
REGISTRAI ION. from page /
through the computer and tell the sit,
dent he is unable to register. He will he
referred to the correct department ii,
clear up the problem. Chambers said
Approximately 87 staff positions
in Admissions and Records take care
iii registratii in tor 26.500 enrolled students The stall tries to deal with every
aspect of registration on campus,
which is a year-long (oh. Chambers
said
’We need this technology so
(registration) is easier for students and
our if lice. he said.
The software and hardware for
the touch-tone system was purchased
for $97,000 from Periphonws
The system is a tremendous
cost -saver and reduces paperwork."
Ilacketner said.
Acceptance testing le the voice
hos is underway at SJSV’s computer
center The voice ho s is tested to ensure it and S.ISt "s computer system
work ciirrect 1 together
One test checks if there are seats
available in a particular class and if the
student is eligible to register for that
class. said Ste%e Print. staff systems
analyst in the IntOrmation Systems and
Computing Department.
The owe hos Is monitored to
make stile ii goes the correct information and a quick response. Tests are
done V. ilhill one line and with all ;2

’Our current system is
15 years behind the
times.’
Ed

Chambers,

Admissions and Records director
lines active, he said.
Besides reducing paper work and
the amount of time manual registration
requires. the system is supposed to he
inure cost-efficient.
The cost of Computer-Assisted
Registration to Admissions and Records is almost $70,000 each year. Not
included in this amount is the cost to
individual departments. the Business
Affairs Office or of Program Adjustment Day.
In less than one year. Admissions
and Records will get money hack because less forms will he used and Program Adjustment Day will he eliminated. SJSU will save a tremendous
amount of money since every office on
campus is involved. Chambers said.
A portion of student fees goes to
Admissions and Records and can he
used on this campus to help SJSU students. said Handel Evans, executive
vice president.
Money from the general fund in chided in the budget also eoes

New petition
requests an
$8 fee repeal

[lance work done at Admissions and
Records.
All schools in the California State
University system are interested in
using this system. hut SJSU will he the
I irst lo use it. Hackemer said.
Touch-tone registration is only a
part of the CS).) system’s attempt to
upgrade its computer system. Evans
said.
The CSU system and especially
SJSU. is suffering because computer
programs which are 20 years old are
still in use, he said.
procedures
New
registration
would reduce the time students spend
acquiring signatures The ultimate aim
is for students to register, have a hill in
the mail and receiye application approval and a parking sticker with one
phone call, he said.
At Metropolitan State College in
Denver. Colo., touch-tone registration
has been in use since spring 1986. The
majority of the 15.000 students enrolled live off-campus and use touchtone registration.
"Students like the system a lot.
We’re running registration ’is weeks
before the semester starts, said Andrea Doyle, Metropolitan admissions
and records student information systems coordinator. "Students can add
or drop classes dailN and register from

PETITION. from !mg. I
representing 10 percent ol the
total number who are reps
tered
and submit the petition
to SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
It is unclear what will happen at that point. Cellini said.
The club’s two representatives. Paul Romero and Steve
Cressy, said they did not consult
the education code when writing
the petition.
The second clause will
probably he left out It the initiative goes on the ballot. said
Cressy. who is running for A.S.
controller.
At its meeting Wednesday,
the A.S. hoard of directors
questioned the petition’s opening paragraph, which states in
pan: "the current A.S. government has shown that it will not
represent the majority of students . . . and that it cannot
spend money in a responsible
manner . ."
Nandor Krause. A.S. director of rights and responsibilities, said he may ask the A.S.
judiciary to review the petition.

Law would limit stock
at Spartan Bookstore
ROOK.STORE. from Imo I
of Spartan Shops.
The Chronicle of Higher EdUcalion reported that items sold at school
hookstores not related to school may
become more expensive or may not he
available if some members of Congress and state legislators have their
way
Some items sold at the Spartan
Bookstore which would fall into the
category include cosmetics, medical
supplies,jewelry . clothing
glass
items and refreshments.
The paper reported small-business leaders in Washington and state
capitals have persuaded many lawmakers that schools have used their
tax-exempt status to gain an unfair advantage over privately owned businesses.
"The issue is really of unfair
competition. It has been addressed at
the national level with dillerent organizations and business associations.
It’s not a new issue." Zant said.
-lam has been in the business tor
20 years and this issue has come up
from time to time.
"It’s basically about outside business people saying that it’s not fair for
a state-supported institution to he selling anything other than directly related
school supplies... he said.
Such laws have already been ensaicatnead. in Arizona. Illinois and LoutThe system in California and the
situation at SJSU are a bit different, in

that Spartan Shops is not a state
funded enterprise Al) hills are paid h
Spartan Shops and it has its own stall
Zan( said.
’.’We are a separate business, hut
as a non-profit business, we don’t pay
any federal income tax. Other than
that, we have the same expenses as
any other business,’ Zara said.
"We don’t try to compete with
off-campus businesses. We don’t ad
venise off campus and we’re basically
here for the convenience of the students. faculty and staff," he said.
Roberts
The
of
manager
Bookstore on 10th Street isn’t as con
cerned about the issue.
"I think it would he very Omni
venient for the students. I have no as
to grind." said Bob Winegardner.
The Spartan Bookstore is not par
ticularly convenient for people oil
campus to shop in because of the proh
km of parking. Zant said.
"But in other schools and smaller
towns. I think the situation is different
So the issue conies up. but Ws more
than just the bookstore issue. It in
solves food services and university
run hospitals and labs things that
could compete with other organizations aimed toward profit he said.
On the federal level, there are
congressional hearings or this issue.
There is always the possibility there’ll
he sonic legislation passed which
would require school bookstores and
other related areas in the university to
sell school -related items only.** Lint
said.

South campus
tenants tight
for their home
SPARTAN (Tn. Irom
residents sue the university, they sue
the state, and were slate ell I pl., et’
so we can’t help them in that
Alvarez said the residents w
get anywhere by threatening Ful
lenon’s office
Mary Ellen Inner, press secrelar%
to Mayor Torn McEnery . said it’s tin
likely that redevelopment money could
he used to fund rebuilding of Spartan
City.
"The highest prioril% would he to
single student hmtsing. Inner said.
San Jose City Councilman lint
Beall said he has spoken with rep
resentatls es from SJSU in the past and
the City il San Jose is willing to work
with the unoersity to solve the proh
lem
Redevelopment moneys are avail
able for low- and moderate -income
housing through the San Jose Redevel
opmem Agency, Beall said.
SJSU can apply tor this money to
rebuild Spartan City . he said.
"SJSI, needs a plan for what they
want to do (with Spartan City), then
the city can work with the university t,,
solve the problem, hut the city can’t
force SJSU to apply for the money. Beall said.

TWIST THE CAR
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Fresh, smooth, honest-to-goodness draft beer.
That’s what’s waiting for you under every cap of new
Miller Genuine Draft. It’s not heat-pasteurized,
like most bottled beers. It’s cold-filtered to give
you the smoothness and freshness of draft
beer straight from the tap.
MILLER GENUINE DRAFT. IT’S BEER AT
BEST.
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